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SHORT COURSE DESCRIPTION 

A productive study and an innovative semio-pragmatic reflection on the Korean cinema, genres, films 
directors and actors from an international point of view and how environmental questions are 
especially involved in it (including international Korean series). 
We will study Korean films, in a comparative perspective : their styles and, especially, their 
representations of sustainable energy and clean environment.  
Language : English. (Korean films with English subtitles).  
 
Goals and learning outcomes 
On completion of the course, students will be able to : 

− Understand the Korean film culture, aesthetic, environmental representations and industry 

− Manage the professional terminology to describe, analyse and create visual arts 

− Acquire knowledge about film theory and film technology (editing, filming, framing, colour 
grading, sound recording and mixing) 

− Produce a written film critic and a scenario for a film production project (teamwork) 

− Master comparative, semio-pragmatic and deconstructive methodologies 
 
 
 
READING MATERIALS 

Mandatory : important articles and references about Korean cinema will be provided by the Korean 
Film Council (Economical and historical backgrounds on the film industry and topics such as ecology, 
melodramas, realism, star system, women, etc) will be provided during the course at specifics 
moments. 
Suggestions (not mandatory): Choi, J (2010) The South Korean Cinema Renaissance. Wesleyan Press. 
Russel, M (2009) Pop Goes Korea : Behind the revolution in Movies. Stone Bridge Press.  Shin C.& 
Stringer, J (2005) New Korean Cinema. Edinburgh Univ. Press.  Joo, J & Kwak,H (2003) Korean Film : 
History, Resistance and Democratic Imagination. Praeger Publishers. 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING 

Method of assessment : 
 
Presentations (PPT) 10 % 
Reaction paper (synthesis) 10 % 
Film critic (essay 1) 10% 
Film critic (essay 2) 10% 
Scenario (Team film project) 20% 
Participation - 10% 
Final test – 30% 
 
Notes : Reaction papers (debriefing and synthesis of the day's course) = 800 words 
Written Film critics must follow the 3 classic steps : Thesis/Antithesis/Synthesis (and beyond). 
 

Excessive absences, tardiness, academic dishonesty, unrespectful behaviours will lead to F.  



 

Scale 
90-100% A+ 
87-89%  A  
84-86%  B+  
80-83% B   
77-79% B-  
74-76%  C+ 
70-73%  C 
67-69%  D+ 
60-66%  D 
59% or lower F FAIL 
 
CLASS PARTICIPATION 

Criteria : 

− Writing the daily synthesis of the film critics (one student in charge each day) 

− The class participation grade will be based on your replies to the professor's direct questions 
following a film sequence 

− The quality of your contribution after the daily student presentation (relevance of your 
questions, clarity of your comments, evidence of mastering the subject)  

− Active contribution to the teamwork (scenario film project production) 
 

 
FILM CRITICS WRITING 

By the end of the session, each student will have to produce 2 written film critics. 
 - One positive (thesis) and another negative (antithesis) about a film. 
 - The synthesis (and beyond) will be done collectively at the end of the class. 
One student will be in charge of the Reaction paper (writing the results of the collective synthesis) 
 
The first film critic should focus on the positive aspect of the film. 
The second film critic should focus on the negative aspects of the film. 
The synthesis should try to balance the pro and con, and to propose a way to overcome the different 
point of views. 
 
The film critics must use the cinema terminology and the methodologies introduce during the class 
(semio-pragmatic and deconstruction).  
 
Goals : 

− to demonstrate ability to critically analyse key concepts of cinema : genre, national 
cinema, narrative structures, using the Korean backgrounds 

− Apply the theoretical concepts introduced by the professor in an articulate and critical 
manner 

− Express and defend positions about cinema in writing 

− Develop their own particular research interests independently 
 

 
SCENARIO PRODUCTION (TEAMWORK PROJECT) 

The teamwork projects will focus on scenarios dealing with sustainable energies and environmental 
issues. 
Following a strict schedule, each team will imagine a film project production including the Korean 
cinema context and involving energetic and environmental discussions. 



 

They will produce : 

− a synopsis of the project (and pitch it during the class) 

− a scenario of the project's development 

− a pre-budget 

− a schedule 

− a marketing plan 
Note : each project will receive an evaluation by the others teams (not only the professor).  
 
Goals : 

− achieve a professional approach to film production and visual arts creativity 

− demonstrate ability to include new knowledge (Korean cinema) in practical and creative 
project. 

− manage a teamwork 

− respect professional schedule and deadlines 

− learn from objective appreciations in a peer evaluations process 

  

 

PRESENTATIONS 

Before the end of the session, each student will have to produce a presentation in front of the class. 
 
- subject : The presentations will focus on Korean cinema and energetic and environmental issues. 
- conditions : 10 minutes speech with a PPT (including screening of sequence) 
- Free choice about a film scene, a full film, a genre, an actor or actress or a film director. A Duo 
presentation is possible (with extra time). 
Goals :  

− to demonstrate ability to critically analyse key concepts of cinema : genre, national 
cinema, narrative structures, using the Korean backgrounds. 

− Apply the theoretical concepts introduced by the professor in an articulate and critical 
manner. 

− Express and defend positions about cinema orally. 
 
COURSE SCHEDULE (barring any changes announced in class) 

 
– WEEK I – 

Monday (26 June) 
Questioning : Why and when Korean cinema is rising all around the world ? 
- Overview of scenes of the world renowned Korean films and series. 
- Introduction to the methodology of film critic and film analysis.   
- Semio-pragmatic (semiotic analysis based on a cultural context of reception, culture source - 
audience target) and deconstruction (rebuilding the filmic text through differential significations). 
- Constitution of the groups projects and selection of the projects (scenarios). 

 
Tuesday (27 June) 
- Introduction to the Korean cinema historical backgrounds in the international context (the 
beginning and the challenges). Korean silent films and the firsts “talkies” showing : the role of the 
storyteller (Byeonsa), the exoticism of cinema, the use of close-up and eyes catching, discovery of 
documentary style backgrounds 
- Students presentations about the challenges between silent films and talkies. 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) about film techniques 



 

(camera angles, editing aesthetic and sounds mixing) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Wednesday (28 June) 
- Genre in Korean cinema : Ecology of melodrama and family contents 
Sequences from Korean melo and the environmental relationships between family and nature 
showing : the role of relationships in the narrative, storytelling before visual expression, 
expressionism and over-acting performances, crying images vs images of tears. 
- Students presentations on the representations (or absence of representations) of the environment 
and energetic issues in melo. 
- Oral (and written) report of the TEAM 1 about their scenario and team project 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) about film theories. 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Thursday (29 June) 
 
- Auteur in Korean Cinema : Bong Joon-ho or the globalized filmmaker and Ecology 
- Specific scenes from Bong Joon-ho films showing : the twists in storytelling, double meanings in 
representations ans situations, body-acting vs talks, the construction of imaginary locations   
- Students presentations and discussion about Bong Joon-ho's films views on environment and 
energy. 
- Oral (and written) report of the TEAM 2 about their scenario and team project 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 

– WEEK II – 
 
Monday (3 July) 
- The Star-system and the famous actors (from the 1960's to now) : differences with Hollywood and 
European cinemas. Some sequences from films showing : aesthetic of faces, the role of women 
charracters in film, evolution of beauty standards and anti-beauty standards, the voice acting.  
- Students presentations about actors management in the film industry and film marketing 
- Oral (and written) report of the TEAM 3 about their scenario and team project 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Tuesday (4 July) 
- Genre film in Korean cinema : Horror films. (and series) 
Some sequences from Korean horror films showing : editing shocks, the archetypes of ghost and its 
gender, the alternate times confusing past and future,  the representation of fear from pain to 
ugliness and distorted bodies.    
- Students presentations and discussions about how environment and energetic issues are horrific 
subjects in films and series. 
- Second oral (and written) report of the TEAM 1 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive collective critics about the team project content 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Wednesday (5 July) 
- Auteur in Korean cinema : Lee Chang-dong and realism 
Specific sequences of Lee Chang-dong films showing : the use of spaces and locations, visual as 



 

narrative leader, handheld camera mouvements, prohibition of editing effects, casual situation and 
anti-emotionnal effects. 
- Students presentations and discussion about environment in realistic cinema. 
- Second oral (and written) report of the TEAM 2 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive collective critics about the team project content 
- Reading and submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
 
Thursday (6 July) 
- Genre films in Korean Cinema : Science Fiction (in films and series) and representations of energetic 
and environmental issues. (Snowpiercer, Natural City, Save the Green Planet, Pandora, Quiet Sea, etc) 
Some scenes from Korean SF films and series showing : ecological disasters, future of energetic 
ressources and alternate times between past and future.  
- Students presentations and discussion : Comparison between Korean SF representations and trendy 
world SF representations of energetic and environmental dangers and perspectives 
- Second oral (and written) report of the TEAM 3 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive collective critics about the team project content 
- Submission of written film critics (essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
 
 

– WEEK III – 
 
Monday (10 July) 
- Korean series : from  “Squid Game”, "All of us are Dead", "Hellbound". 
Series especially popular in the world dealing with social and environmental catastrophes. 
Scenes showing : topics of competitivness, pandemy, darwinian selection, social followers.  
- Students presentations about the specific subjects and sub-texts of each succesful series. 
- Third oral (and written) rapport of the TEAM 1 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive critics about the team project schedule, budget and marketing 
- Reading and analyse of film critics (Student's essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Tuesday (11 July) 
- Auteur in Korean cinema : Hong Sang-soo. 
Specific scenes from Hong Sang-soo films showing : the power of dialogues, portrait of women, the 
use of long takes and leitmotiv music.  
- Students presentations  discussion about the definition of an auteur in Korean cinema. 
- Third oral (and written) report of the TEAM 2 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive critics about the team project schedule, budget and marketing 
- Reading and analyse of film critics (Student's essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Wednesday (12 July) 
- Genre films in Korean Cinema : Yeon Sang-ho, film animation and action-disaster films 
Some sequences of Korean disaster films : their narrative and imagery. Their imagination and style 
compare to others standards in the genre. 
- Students presentations and discussions about film animation around environment (Livy a hein in 
the wild, The Underdogs, Seoul Station, The Fake, etc). 



 

- Third oral (and written) report of the TEAM 3 about their scenario and team project 
- Constructive critics about the team project schedule, budget and marketing 
- Reading and analyse of film critics (Student's essays - thesis and antithesis) 
- Collective synthesis (reaction paper in charge of one volunteer or designated student) 
 
Thursday (13 July) 
- Auteur in Korean cinema : Park Chan-wook and postmodernity. 
Specific scenes from Park Chan-wook films showing : narrative fragmentation, storyboard framing,  
Psychological unstability, call for unkown past. 
- Students presentations and discussions about future representations of the collapse of 
postmodernity in films . 
- Final report on team works (exchange of ideas, problems and solutions, between the groups) 
- Session for fixing vocabulary and professional terminology mistakes in film critics 
 

 
– WEEK Ⅳ– 

 
Monday (17 July) 
- Genre films in Korean Cinema : comedies. 
Overview of the best Korean comedies films and comic actors. 
- Students presentations and discussions about sub-text environmental issues in comedies. 
- Final rapport on team works (exchange of ideas, problems and solutions, between the groups) 
- Last propositions of films critics (thesis and anti-thesis) by students 
 
Tuesday (18 July) 
- The future of Korean Cinema in the World : economic and environmental challenges (OTT, 
metaverse, etc.) 
- A selection of sequences introducing new representations and topics. 
- Presentations about methodologies used during the class : semio-pragmatic and deconstruction 
- General Q&A related to the full course. 
 
 
Wednesday (19 July) 


